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Topic: Awards (Read 3,899 times)

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

member is online

mistletoe and wine

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,016
Respect: 70

Re: Awards
« Reply #210 on Today at 0:08 »

Today at 0:04, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:01, rudeboyrupert wrote:

do you not see by doing that you are hijacking the "urban art awards"? don't split hairs, mark baked the cake -
you just put the icing on.

Im not hijacking anything  Its like saying that the whole internet should only have ONE forum, ONE searchengine, ONE

Auction site 

of course not, what i'm saying is that if you would like to do something, your way, then perhaps
you should start your own version under your own name?

and before you tell me you have your own name i am telling you that is what the problem is:
that name is intrinsicly linked with marks take on how the awards should be, so let him take
that. you start your version and do it your way under a totally seperate name, where's the
problem in that?
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member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #211 on Today at 0:09 »
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Joined: Apr 2007
Posts: 641/2.62 per day

Location: Pat Sharpe's Fun
House

Respect: 18

Today at 0:04, nuart wrote:

Today at 0:00, 0 wrote:

Fins does not like the name, and I do  I am not wanted to be involved with his awards concept for next year,

and thats completely fine  The Artists forums that I am involved with will hold an awards next year that I will

do my bit to help with and anyone else that want to help is very welcome 

listen, I have an amazing idea.. why don't we set up a.... oh, hang on a minute.. oh no you don't 

HaHa I actually just cackled out loud.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

How much wood could a wood chuck chuck if a wood chuck could chuck wood.

nuart
9 Star Member

member is online

underneath the pavement,
the beach !

Joined: May 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 3,226/5.57 per day
Location: worldwide

Respect: 46

Re: Awards
« Reply #212 on Today at 0:10 »

Today at 0:06, Bobby wrote:

Today at 0:02, nuart wrote:

lol, me too.

Here's another one for you- The longest tape worm found inside a human being is an amazing, and somewhat staggering, 33
metres long!!!!!!

that was boring, it's common knowledge that "length" is boring unless it's stated in football
fields or double decker buses..at a push, nelson's column.. but never, i repeat never.. in metres.
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www.nuart.no
www.numusic.no
www.flickr.com/photos/nuart/
Items I Have FOR SALE on Ebay

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #213 on Today at 0:11 »

Today at 0:06, kiki wrote:

Yesterday at 23:54, 0 wrote:

I dont know about that  but The Urban Art Awards voting will be held next year as part of the Artists forums.

Silky - Could you clarify the above?

You previously said to CBL that you were happy for FPR to run with the awards ceremony.

Are you now saying that you intend to hold a competing awards ceremony, called the Urban Art Awards? 

In other words, do you really intend to steal FPR's idea and hold your own separate awards next year?!

If I hand over the name of UrbanArtAwards to Fins could that also be seen as stealing my idea?
If you want to pick on the subject  is a name not more original than the idea? do a search on
google and tell me how many art awards you find? and another search for how many are called
UrbanArtAwards?
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0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #214 on Today at 0:12 »

Today at 0:06, ricosg11 wrote:
Theres another question you can answer if your all  up for opening up the insane reasoning behind that. PAGING DR
CENSORSHIP

pagong DR?  you have lost me 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

member is online

mistletoe and wine

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,016
Respect: 70

Re: Awards
« Reply #215 on Today at 0:13 »

Today at 0:08, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:03, rudeboyrupert wrote:

but dan, you are holding the name of an established ceromony, mark will have to start from scratch, how on
earth can you justify that over the fact he doesn't like the name? or didn't like the name rather, he went with it
so he's made his bed perhaps you should let him lie in it?

You said about that he's made his bed, and that I should let him lie in it  I was thinking thats what Im doing. Im not holding
him back, Im not stopping him doing anything, he has made some decisions about the direction he wants to move things, and I
wish him well with it.

THEN GIVE HIM THE NAME!!!! 

seriously, the name belongs to the awards, not you or mark, so if his version is to continue it
must be under that name, end of. otherwise it is nothing more than you taking over from his
version 1.0 and making version 2.0 with it, whilst leaving him to start fro scratch. it's riding his
back and taking advantage, of the success of the inevitably tough first year. the second year is
always going to be easier and therefore it would be fundamentally wrong for creative control to
have been substituted whilst going by the same name, it's downright misleading.
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nuart
9 Star Member

member is online

underneath the pavement,
the beach !

Joined: May 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 3,226/5.57 per day
Location: worldwide

Respect: 46

Re: Awards
« Reply #216 on Today at 0:13 »

Today at 0:11, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:06, kiki wrote:

Silky - Could you clarify the above?

You previously said to CBL that you were happy for FPR to run with the awards ceremony.

Are you now saying that you intend to hold a competing awards ceremony, called the Urban Art Awards? 

In other words, do you really intend to steal FPR's idea and hold your own separate awards next year?!

If I hand over the name of UrbanArtAwards to Fins could that also be seen as stealing my idea? If you want to pick on the

subject  is a name not more original than the idea? do a search on google and tell me how many art awards you find? and
another search for how many are called UrbanArtAwards?

sweet jesus.. tell you what Silk, do a poll on here and let the members decide.
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Bobby
5 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Apr 2007
Posts: 641/2.62 per day

Location: Pat Sharpe's Fun
House

Respect: 18

Re: Awards
« Reply #217 on Today at 0:15 »

Today at 0:10, nuart wrote:

Today at 0:06, Bobby wrote:

Here's another one for you- The longest tape worm found inside a human being is an amazing, and somewhat
staggering, 33 metres long!!!!!!

that was boring, it's common knowledge that "length" is boring unless it's stated in football fields or double decker buses..at a
push, nelson's column.. but never, i repeat never.. in metres.

I'm going to go sit in the corner and have a quiet word with myself.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

How much wood could a wood chuck chuck if a wood chuck could chuck wood.

slacker
5 Star Member

member is online

Joined: Jun 2007
Posts: 511/2.77 per day

Respect: 8

Re: Awards
« Reply #218 on Today at 0:15 »

Today at 0:05, ricosg11 wrote:
for whatever reason Silky decided to ban the word wall k andy. As in the other more civilized, imformative, and interesting
forum.

oh yeah, the one with the tumbleweed 
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nuart
9 Star Member

member is online

underneath the pavement,
the beach !

Joined: May 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 3,226/5.57 per day
Location: worldwide

Respect: 46

Re: Awards
« Reply #219 on Today at 0:16 »

Today at 0:15, Bobby wrote:

Today at 0:10, nuart wrote:

that was boring, it's common knowledge that "length" is boring unless it's stated in football fields or double
decker buses..at a push, nelson's column.. but never, i repeat never.. in metres.

I'm going to go sit in the corner and have a quiet word with myself.

good man.. but still.. the eyepatch man.. classic. If there's anything you ever need man,
anything.
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www.nuart.no
www.numusic.no
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Items I Have FOR SALE on Ebay

Yessir
3 Star Member

member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #220 on Today at 0:17 »
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member is online

Heavy Is My Head For I
Wear A Crown

Joined: Nov 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 128/0.32 per day
Respect: 4

Today at 0:07, danvnuk wrote:

Today at 0:03, Yessir wrote:
Only TWO can achieve a resolution from this issue. 

A lot of posts are just muddying the water and hyperventilating the situation.

There has been a lot of people moaning about 
OPEN WARFARE  and CONFLICT in this forum.... 

A lot of those people are now clustering in the 
MOB FURY prolonging this witch-hunt.

You work for a Red Top don't you?

ANGER as the subject was debated FURIOUSLY
HUNK DanVNUK posts a CHEEKY video of himself IceSkating. People CRY at the BEAUTY of it.

I HAVE got say that response was SUPRISING funny.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

crackawacka
8 Star Member

member is online

Clearly under the spell of
Lisa the promotions girl

Joined: May 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 1,939/9.02 per day
Location: Weak at the

knees
Respect: 111

Re: Awards
« Reply #221 on Today at 0:18 »

Groan. This is the perfect end to the worst f**king day. Timing belt goes on the car....goodbye
a grand. Watch Liverpool lose to Chelsea whilst sitting in the Chelsea end. Now this.

I'd like to say I know FPR as a friend off the board, if he is happy with that description. We talk
away from cyber world. I know how f**king stressed he was with doing all these awards and for
what? For a few respect points on a forum to most people.

He certainly got the respect of his peers, or so we thought. By the looks of it, his awards
organiser tag has been resurrected but i'm sure it as welcome now as a french kiss at a family
reunion.

As the forum is experiencing a little turbulence, I would expect the captain to be calming things
down with a few chosen words, not stripping the cabin crew of their stripes. Its just f**king
poor form.

I love this forum, but as I said in my speech, the forum is only as good as the forum members
that inhabit it. I come on here only to talk to you lot. If FPR gets shafted over this and leaves,
as his friend, I'm f**king off with him. Any monkey can start a forum and its not as if this is the
only option either.

Lets get this sorted out before it gets any further out of hand. I'm so glad to be getting away for
Christmas because it feels like the (cyber) world is falling apart at the moment - and I for one
will make the moves necessary to not let that happen, even if it is somewhere else.
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Awardsgate. 

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Re: Awards
« Reply #222 on Today at 0:18 »

Today at 0:08, rudeboyrupert wrote:

Today at 0:04, 0 wrote:

Im not hijacking anything  Its like saying that the whole internet should only have ONE forum, ONE

searchengine, ONE Auction site 
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Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

searchengine, ONE Auction site 

of course not, what i'm saying is that if you would like to do something, your way, then perhaps you should start your own
version under your own name?

and before you tell me you have your own name i am telling you that is what the problem is: that name is intrinsicly linked with
marks take on how the awards should be, so let him take that. you start your version and do it your way under a totally
seperate name, where's the problem in that?

I think really you have answered the question for me  Mark had the option of calling it
whatever he wanted, but he went with what I came up with. It was a GROUP event, from
everyone on the forum  each person put in whatever they had stills in. I can do the PR and
organise the polls and domain name, so I did. What you saying is like whatever imput you gave
is now the property of Mark and you must hand it over  I dint think thats what this was all
about 
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Bobby
5 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Apr 2007
Posts: 641/2.62 per day

Location: Pat Sharpe's Fun
House

Respect: 18

Re: Awards
« Reply #223 on Today at 0:19 »

Today at 0:13, nuart wrote:

Today at 0:11, 0 wrote:

If I hand over the name of UrbanArtAwards to Fins could that also be seen as stealing my idea? If you want to

pick on the subject  is a name not more original than the idea? do a search on google and tell me how many
art awards you find? and another search for how many are called UrbanArtAwards?

sweet jesus.. tell you what Silk, do a poll on here and let the members decide.

Yeah FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT......Oooops sorry I mean....VOTE VOTE VOTE.
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How much wood could a wood chuck chuck if a wood chuck could chuck wood.

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

member is online

mistletoe and wine

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,016
Respect: 70

Re: Awards
« Reply #224 on Today at 0:19 »

Today at 0:11, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:06, kiki wrote:

Silky - Could you clarify the above?

You previously said to CBL that you were happy for FPR to run with the awards ceremony.

Are you now saying that you intend to hold a competing awards ceremony, called the Urban Art Awards? 

In other words, do you really intend to steal FPR's idea and hold your own separate awards next year?!

If I hand over the name of UrbanArtAwards to Fins could that also be seen as stealing my idea? If you want to pick on the

subject  is a name not more original than the idea? do a search on google and tell me how many art awards you find? and
another search for how many are called UrbanArtAwards?

but there is no argument that this year's event was mark's idea, if want to do things differently
than branch out and start your own version. 
it wouldn't be stealing your idea by keeping the name, more so allowing the awards to 'keep it
real', the soul of these awards is mark's the name is your's however to change the name now,
after the event would be non-sensicle. furthermore, to then have an awards show going by the
same name but with a different set-up would be deliberatly mis-leading.

do you suggest mark sets up "print of the year awards 2008! (formerly known as the urban art
awards)"? where would that leave the credibilty of your name?
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arcam
9 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Mar 2007
Posts: 2,049/7.46 per day

Respect: 50

Re: Awards
« Reply #225 on Today at 0:20 »

Today at 0:00, 0 wrote:

Fins does not like the name, and I do  I am not wanted to be involved with his awards concept for next year, and thats

completely fine  The Artists forums that I am involved with will hold an awards next year that I will do my bit to help with and

anyone else that want to help is very welcome 

No offense Silky but that's a poor answer. If it wasn't for FBR you would never have even
thought of coming up with an Awards show. He did and as team you made it a success. But the
impression I am getting now is you now want to run it and have basically pushed FBR out the
picture.
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saltandiron
5 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Jul 2006
Posts: 603/1.16 per day

Respect: 28

Re: Awards
« Reply #226 on Today at 0:23 »

Today at 0:11, 0 wrote:
do a search on google and tell me how many art awards you find? and another search for how many are called
UrbanArtAwards?

if you search on google for 'urbanartawards' it says 'did you mean "urbanretards"?

heh, made me smile.
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If the present world go astray, the cause is in you, in you it is to be sought.

-- Dante Alighieri

valeha
4 Star Member

member is online

Joined: Sept 2007
Gender: Female 

Posts: 436
Location: UK
Respect: 47

Re: Awards
« Reply #227 on Today at 0:25 »

Today at 0:23, saltandiron wrote:

Today at 0:11, 0 wrote:
do a search on google and tell me how many art awards you find? and another search for how many are called
UrbanArtAwards?

if you search on google for 'urbanartawards' it says 'did you mean "urbanretards"?

heh, made me smile.

mayb google was reading this thread!

LOL
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0
Administrator

member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #228 on Today at 0:25 »

Today at 0:20, arcam wrote:

Today at 0:00, 0 wrote:

Fins does not like the name, and I do  I am not wanted to be involved with his awards concept for next year,
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Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

and thats completely fine  The Artists forums that I am involved with will hold an awards next year that I will

do my bit to help with and anyone else that want to help is very welcome 

No offense Silky but that's a poor answer.  If it wasn't  for FBR you would never have even thought of coming up with an
Awards show. He did and as team you made it a success. But the impression I am getting now is you now want to run it and
have basically pushed FBR out the picture.

I happy with things stay as they have been this year!  Im not asking for any changes!
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0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #229 on Today at 0:26 »

Today at 0:23, saltandiron wrote:

Today at 0:11, 0 wrote:
do a search on google and tell me how many art awards you find? and another search for how many are called
UrbanArtAwards?

if you search on google for 'urbanartawards' it says 'did you mean "urbanretards"?

heh, made me smile.

Yeah! I came across that too  
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rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

member is online

mistletoe and wine

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,016
Respect: 70

Re: Awards
« Reply #230 on Today at 0:28 »

Today at 0:18, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:08, rudeboyrupert wrote:

of course not, what i'm saying is that if you would like to do something, your way, then perhaps you should start
your own version under your own name?

and before you tell me you have your own name i am telling you that is what the problem is: that name is
intrinsicly linked with marks take on how the awards should be, so let him take that. you start your version and
do it your way under a totally seperate name, where's the problem in that?

I think really you have answered the question for me  Mark had the option of calling it whatever he wanted, but he went with

what I came up with. It was a GROUP event, from everyone on the forum  each person put in whatever they had stills in. I
can do the PR and organise the polls and domain name, so I did. What you saying is like whatever imput you gave is now the

property of Mark and you must hand it over  I dint think thats what this was all  about 

he owns the intellectual, conceptual rights and how he wants to do things, you came up with the
name and FACILITATED the voting. integral yes but that's like john lennon writing and
performing the entire white album and paul mcartney coming along and naming it. but getting
equal credit. wrong.

if you want your version fine, the two can happily co-exist but mark's baby is alive and kicking
and has a name, leave it as it is and go and make an improved version with an original name,
saves all the confusion and future ambiguity in reference to last weeks do. one established
awards, one name. if a new version starts it should by rights do so under another name, it
certainly shouldn't be doing it under the name of an already established awards.

if i came up with the name for the brit awards but wanted to have creative control do you think
they'd stand by and let me start up my own version of a music awards under their already
established name? of course they wouldn't, the name is indicative of that awards, new awards -
new name, it's black and white.
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0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #231 on Today at 0:30 »

Who established the name UrbanArtAwards? 
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rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

member is online

mistletoe and wine

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,016
Respect: 70

Re: Awards
« Reply #232 on Today at 0:30 »

Today at 0:25, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:20, arcam wrote:

No offense Silky but that's a poor answer.  If it wasn't  for FBR you would never have even thought of coming up
with an Awards show. He did and as team you made it a success. But the impression I am getting now is you
now want to run it and have basically pushed FBR out the picture.

I happy with things stay as they have been this year!  Im not asking for any changes!

but you are, you are asking for creative control, you're not happy to just host the voting. you've
asked mark to input your ideas and asked the forum to decide what happens next year rather
than the man himself decide all these things.

i urge you to give mark the control he feels he needs and be happy for him, he can manage! 
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ray
4 Star Member

member is online

Joined: Jun 2007
Posts: 275/1.49 per day

Location: Las vegas
Respect: 16

Re: Awards
« Reply #233 on Today at 0:32 »

What happened to FPR? Seems like lots of people talking for him. Maybe he should talk to
Silky?

Just an idea......
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mike hunt
4 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Dec 2006
Posts: 277/0.75 per day

Respect: 18

Re: Awards
« Reply #234 on Today at 0:32 »

Today at 0:23, saltandiron wrote:

Today at 0:11, 0 wrote:
do a search on google and tell me how many art awards you find? and another search for how many are called
UrbanArtAwards?

if you search on google for 'urbanartawards' it says 'did you mean "urbanretards"?

heh, made me smile.
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Respect: 18

Thats given me an idea...I have a cunning plan
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talk to mike hunt

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

member is online

mistletoe and wine

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,016
Respect: 70

Re: Awards
« Reply #235 on Today at 0:33 »

Today at 0:30, 0 wrote:

Who established the name UrbanArtAwards? 

who established the urban art awards? 
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brenclan
1 Star Member

member is online

Joined: Nov 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 36/1.03 per day
Respect: 4

Re: Awards
« Reply #236 on Today at 0:33 »

An impassioned plea from a "one star" member.

Though I have been a member of this forum for years, I did not actually post until I actually
met Tyler, Cracka, Carlito & Fins at an event. Needless to say, we all got trashed and it finally
triggered an incentive for me to post on this board. The point behind this lies in a comment that
was mentioned by a number of people at the awards; though the forum may be internet based,
it has evolved beyond that into a forum where people do enjoy to meet & socialise with like
minded people. In other words, banksy.info acts as an irreplacable breeding ground for
numerous friendships, ideas, and yes, the creation of the awards.

Thus, the awards owe much to the forum as the breeding ground, however they do belong to
Fins and we have all as such contributed to their success (my own contribution being the
amazing takings the bar must have made!). There must be only one awards show going forward
and they should be organised by Fins and open to all forums & individuals in order to vote. Try
and explain to the artists the reasons behind why we end up with more than one ceremony and
everything will be devalued.

Damn it, we have enough politics in our daily work lives without politics creeping into what we
all love. And what is to be gained from all this? Power, money? Nope... there are easier ways of
gaining those. 

So come on.. one awards ceremony.. one great piss up for the ceremony, and more socialising
and pissups throughout the year!

« Last Edit: Today at 0:48 by brenclan » Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #237 on Today at 0:33 »

Today at 0:30, rudeboyrupert wrote:

Today at 0:25, 0 wrote:

I happy with things stay as they have been this year!  Im not asking for any changes!

but you are, you are asking for creative control, you're not happy to just host the voting. you've asked mark to input your ideas
and asked the forum to decide what happens next year rather than the man himself decide all  these things.

i urge you to give mark the control  he feels he needs and be happy for him, he can manage! 
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I have not taken control of anything  How is asking EVERYONE for suggestions, taking
control? surely thats handing the idea process over to the forum members.
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rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

member is online

mistletoe and wine

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,016
Respect: 70

Re: Awards
« Reply #238 on Today at 0:34 »

Today at 0:32, ray wrote:
What happened to FPR? Seems like lots of people talking for him. Maybe he should talk to Silky?

Just an idea......

you're repeating yourself.
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Bobby
5 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Apr 2007
Posts: 641/2.62 per day

Location: Pat Sharpe's Fun
House

Respect: 18

Re: Awards
« Reply #239 on Today at 0:35 »

Today at 0:30, rudeboyrupert wrote:

Today at 0:25, 0 wrote:

I happy with things stay as they have been this year!  Im not asking for any changes!

but you are, you are asking for creative control, you're not happy to just host the voting. you've asked mark to input your ideas
and asked the forum to decide what happens next year rather than the man himself decide all  these things.

i urge you to give mark the control  he feels he needs and be happy for him, he can manage! 

In the end of the day if Silky keeps this name and FPR decides on one he likes and sets up a
whole new thing for it which one do you think everyone will go to??? People will go to the one
FPR sets up.

So it is in everyone's best interests to just give it up to FPR.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

How much wood could a wood chuck chuck if a wood chuck could chuck wood.
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